
The cinema 
crowdfunding platform



The proposal :
to be part of the film adventure!
touscoprod is a web-platform allowing internet users to invest 
in a film project the amount of their choice starting at 10€ .

To be «coprod» the users have :
1. to sign up
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2. to choose a project from the catalogue
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3. to invest a minimum of 10€
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In exchange internet users get :
1.Exclusive content
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2.Exclusive services
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3. A share of the earnings made by the film
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The primary idea of TOUSCOPROD is to create an audience involvement 
on a film and federate internet users from the beginning of the 
production process until the theatrical release. 

The double purpose:

1. Find a gap of financing 
for films (today we are able to raise 
between 20.000€ and 75.000€ per film)

2. Create an audience in advance to support 
the theatrical release and create expectation 
for the film   
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These communities are the first ones that will support the film because 
they are financially involved in the film success.
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The double advantage for professionals:

1. Find a co-financing for their film (in production or distribution fees)

2. Assemble an early community of supporters for the success of the 
movie.
This community virally attract other co-producers and promote the 
theatrical release.
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How do we choose projects ?

1. By the script or the DVD

2. The film budget

3. The financial plan 

4. A community analysis and research to evaluate the potential of the film 
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How do we work on every project ?

1. We review all the blogs, forums and communities that we can attend on 
your project 

2. We create a list of exclusives services and a marketing plan for the film 
in agreement with the producer/distributor

3. We update the project every week with news, games, videos, ecc...

4. We constantly inform the communities on the web of the existence of 
your project

5. We create promotion materials on your film for the internet users 
(personalised trailers, list of web-sites where they can give their opinion, 
list of the cinemas where their film is released, etc...)

6. We involve your project in advertisement campaigns that we buy 
(google, facebook, youtube, ecc...)

7. We find sponsor or private partners for your film
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Your project on touscoprod

 After selecting a project, we evaluate the 
amount to be raised online
 We prepare six-month-long film 
marketing plan, together with producer 
and/or distributor.
 Every project is assigned of a “gauge” (0 
to 100%), a specific amount  and a date. For 
greenlight, at least 100% of the amount 
must be raised online by the specified date.
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Promotion

For every film in our catalogue, we offer: 

 Marketing plan (calendars, partnerships, promotions)
 Press relations
 Referrals (organic and paid-for)
 Internet partnerships (video platforms, portals, cinema)
 Advertising campaigns (on movie screens)
 Viral marketing (video clips)
 Social marketing strategy and execution
 Web TV (partnerships with broadcasters)
 Festival partnerships (Paris, Rotterdam, 4 écrans, Lyon, etc)
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‘Le Buzz’ about 
touscoprod

 100 articles: Le Nouvel Observateur, L’Expansion, Le JDD, Le 
Monde, Télérama, Variety, TGV magazine, Satellifax, PQR, etc.
 20 radio stories: France Info, RTL, France Inter, Le Mouv, Radio 
Canada, BFM, Contact, etc.

 4 TV stories: Canal + (two programs), France 5, TF1 (20h)

 Numerous Blogs : presse-citron, Le Journal du Net, Mass-
Media, NetEco, Lepost, Intruders.tv, etc.
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Strengths

 First and only to market: Went live 20 January 2009

 16 films co-financed since July 2009

 Advertisers interest growing

 Offers alternative to illegal downloads

 Developing enthusiastic and committed 2.0 web community

 Brings complementary financing to producers and distributors 
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Some examples
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Film
Dire
ctor

With Prod
ucte
urDi
strib
uror
Dist
ribut
eur

€ % copr
od

Entre nous deux Nicolas 
Guillou

Alexandra 
Robert, 
Frédéric Bel

Vent d’Ouest 
Productions

74. 585 120% 1.072

Le Bel Âge Laurent 
Perreau

Michel Piccoli, 
Pauline 
Etienne

Galatée Films

Sophie Du Lac 
Distribution

26.548

177 % 427

Thelma, Louise 
et Chantal

Benoît Pétré Jane Birkin, 
Catherine 
Jacob

La Fabrique 2

La Fabrique 
de Films

64.450
129 % 756

The Children Tom 
Shankland

Eva Birthistle, 
Stephen 
Cambell-
Moore

Vertigo Films

Chrysalis 
Films

8.630

138 %

158

Fausta Claudia Llosa Magalie Solier, 
Marin Ballon

Wanda Vision

Jour2Fête 6.550 131% 159
L’Autre Monde Gilles 

Marchand
Louise 
Bourgoin, 
Melvil 
Poupaud

Haut et Court

Haut Et Court 52.250
105 % 661

City Island Raymond De 
Felitta

Andy Garcia, 
Steven Strait

Cineson Prod

Chrysalis 
Films

38.766

124 % 461
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2009/2010 Report

A Community of 12.000 members

Money raised: 500.000€

Unique Visitors every month: 30.000

Visits per month: 47.058

Pages viewed : 282.000 (6 pages per visit)

16 projects co-financed



French Market 
(source: CNC)

 Household spending on audiovisual programs (cinema, 
video, TV):
 - +92% from 2000 to 2007

 Moviegoing public :
 - 34.6 million (61,1 % of the population in 2007 (age 
6+)
 - One-third are regular movie-goers (= or > than 
1x/month)

 Cinema tickets sold: 177.5 million in 2007

 Movie production (number of movies made in 2007):
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